TELEVISION WITH DVD / VHS COMBO PLAYER

1. Turn TV on
2. Turn DVD/VHS deck on
3. Insert VHS or DVD
4. Using the "DVD•VHS" button, select VHS or DVD mode
5. Press play button
6. For DVD, use the "menu/clear" button on the remote control to navigate to the DVD menu
7. If TV is not receiving signal, make sure TV is set to either "Input 1" or channel 3 or 91.
   (Depending on the TV model, one of these TV setting should work)

TELEVISION WITH VHS PLAYER COMBO

1. Turn TV on
2. Insert VHS
3. Press play button

Note: This is the TV hooked up to the DVD/VHS combo; There are not 2 TVs in the room.

If you experience any problems or need assistance please call x5050